
Students from DP 1 and DP 2 took part in the school's inaugural cooking
competition. The event featured five teams, each responsible for
preparing a specific recipe in a two-hour time frame. Over the course
of the first term, students had been participating in weekly cooking
classes, and this competition provided them with an opportunity to put
into practice what they had learned. It was a delightful experience, not
only for the students but also for everyone in attendance who could
savor traditional dishes.
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Cooking Competition

Students With Their Stalls
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TEDx Event at DPS

Attending TEDx DPSSTSSchool was an incredible experience for
some of the DP students! The theme, “Uncovering Uncertainty,”
was very much relevant to them, especially after  the Covid-19
pandemic. The lineup of speakers were truly remarkable,
representing a diverse spectrum of fields, from renowned
fashion designers like Azra Mahmood to accomplished singers
like Shittom Ahmed, philanthropists like GMB Akash, educators
like Fyruz Khan, and even the esteemed member of the High
Commission of India, Rajesh Kumar Agnihotri. Each speaker
shared their personal journey and insights as to how they have
navigated the unpredictable twists and turns in their respective
paths. It was an eye-opening day filled with inspirational stories
and valuable lessons on embracing uncertainty.

Renowned Speakers
Discuss Various Topics On
Their Panels

Students Take a Commemorative Picture
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Origami
Both students in DP 1 and DP 2 are engaged in a CAS Creativity
experience where they are mastering the experience of
origami, which involves the intricate folding of paper to create
variety of shapes. The students are diligently crafting distinct
paper sculptures to demonstrate their creativity and honed
skills.

Students Exhibit Their Creative Skills Through
Origami
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Bangla literature is filled with remarkable  characters, and in
order to celebrate them, DP 1 students have embarked on a
journey to bring them to life through the medium of movie
posters! The students utilized their artistic skills, combining
graphic design with their creativity and interpretation of these
characters. They delved into these characters, the stories and
the themes present. They translated their insights into visually
captivating and thought-provoking posters.

Poster for ‘Laalshalu’ by
Shefatun Nur Fiona DP-2

Celebrating Prominent  
Characters in Bangla Literature

Poster for ‘Beder Meye’ by
Samara Haque DP-1
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It is an honour to announce that AusIS student of DP2, Mahjabin
Muneer Zaira, has taken part in the Mental Math World Cup 2023
in OPEN category! This competition took place during the
summer holidays. Sitting for the exam in a hotel lobby was the
true struggle but to her surprise she did better than she
expected, winning 5th in the Country and 92nd in the World.
Seeing others as well as herself take part in such opportunities
taught her the value of doing more than just academics. We
believe students of AusIS can bring back many more
achievements like this one in the future and make us proud!

Awards For The Mental Math World Cup

Acknowledging Student
Achievements


